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Overview
This paper sheds light on how saving decisions respond to credit constraints. More specifically, the paper is concerned with whether the households saving behavior responds to credit constraints to build wealth and relax
liquidity constraints or accumulate funds for precautionary purposes. The paper attempts to understand to what extent credit-constrained households can build wealth when the presence of a liquidity trap characterizes the
macro environment.

Previous Studies
• Numerous studies focus on the relationship between liquidity constraints and

saving (Leland, 1968; Jappelli, 1990; Xu, 1995).

• Xu (1995) finds that liquidity constraints have a significant effect on household
consumption and saving behavior.

Research Objectives

This paper:

• Examines the role that credit constraints play in the saving decisions of households by focusing on a well-defined set of reasons
for saving.

• Classifies saving motives as (1) precautionary saving (liquidity) , (2) saving to finance investments, and (3) saving for retirement.

• Classifies discouraged and constrained households.

• Utilizes probit regressions to examine the effect of credit constraints on constrained and discouraged households’ saving behavior.

• Employs quantile regression to estimate how credit constraints affect household wealth at different levels.

Why Do Households Save? Methods

• Jappelli (1990) defines an agent as credit-constrained if: C∗ − Y − A(1 + r) > D Which is equivalent
to S∗ < Y − C∗ ⇐⇒ C < C∗ ⇐⇒ S < S∗

• By discouraged households, we refer to households that perceive a high probability of loan denials, while
constrained households are those whose credit applications are denied by financial institutions.

• We use cross-sectional data from the 2016 Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF) and apply the following
probit model:

Si = α0 + α1Crediti + α2Xi + α3FRi + εi

.

• Where Si is a dummy variable indicating the households saving decisions, Crediti represents credit
constraint in which the household application for a loan gets denied, FRi is a dummy variable indicating
financial risk averse household, Xi represents demographic variables such as gender, age, race, number
of children, and marital status, and εi is an error term.

• We utilize quantile regression to examine the effect of credit constraints on the wealth of constrained
and discouraged households.

Wi = δ0 + δ1Crediti + δ2Xi + εi

• Wi refers to wealth, which is the financial assets that are expressed in logarithm in this model.

• Following Amemiya (1982), to address potential endogeneity issue, we apply the Two-Stage Least Ab-
solute Deviations (2SLAD) estimator. We utilize the credit score (CS) as an instrumental variable.

Results Results

Conclusion

• Constrained households are less likely to save for retirement and for precautionary
saving (liquidity) purposes.

• The gap between the targeted and actual saving level negatively affects the ability
of constrained households to accumulate wealth.

• The results of this study indicate that researchers should account for credit
constraints when modeling household saving behavior.
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